Preface and acknowledgements

International business has become one of the most important fields of economic activity in today’s globalising world economy. When business firms extend their operations across borders to become transnational corporations, they are often entering into host business environments that are fundamentally different from their home countries in terms of institutional and market structures, industrial organisation, social relations, and cultural practices. To overcome these barriers to globalisation, transnational corporations (TNCs) need actors who are creative, proactive, adaptive, and resourceful in different countries; these are all aspects of transnational entrepreneurship that pushes international business activities beyond just managing across borders. Sometimes, these actors in TNCs are the owners or founding entrepreneurs themselves. They often participate actively in the establishment and management of foreign operations. More commonly, these actors in transnational operations are intrapreneurs or professional managers who are neither founders nor owners, but are given much autonomy to initiate new practices and to manage transnational operations. They may be equally entrepreneurial in their approach to ensuring successful cross-border operations. Engaging in international business poses a serious challenge to founders and managers of TNCs. It is clear that an understanding of the nature, modus operandi, and performance of these entrepreneurs and/or intrapreneurs is vital to the success of international business operations by any TNC.

If conducting business across national boundaries is rather difficult, it is perhaps even more difficult to write a book about what makes some entrepreneurs more successful in their international business activities. I have always been interested in why some people are more successful than others when they go abroad to establish their businesses. As I read from leading international business journals, I found it hard to accept that most existing studies focus on the firm rather than the individual entrepreneur. The more I read in international business studies, the more disillusioned I got. The outcome of this disillusionment then is this book! I was so frustrated about the lack of attention to entrepreneurs in international business studies that I end up writing a book about it.

Although the intellectual performance of this book remains to be judged by readers, I am indebted to many people and organisations, just like any
transnational entrepreneur reported in this book. First of all, I am very
grateful to my university, National University of Singapore, for generously
funding this research (RP960045 and RP970013). The highly efficient and
able research assistance by Wan Menghao and Elen Sia was critical to the
completion of this project. My publisher, Edward Elgar Publishing, has
also been very encouraging and forthcoming. I must admit that the project
was invigorated immediately after a memorable discussion with Mr
Edward Elgar in my office in Singapore! An anonymous reviewer has also
offered important comments that resulted in significant restructuring and
revisions of the original book manuscript. The editorial and marketing
team in Edward Elgar has been highly professional. My thanks go to
Joanne Betteridge, Julie Leppard, Emma Meldrum, Karen McCarthy and,
last but not least, Dymphna Evans. I would like to thank Peter Buckley for
putting my book in his highly successful series on New Horizons in
International Business.

Moreover, the ‘suppliers’ of this project, our interviewees, have played an
indispensable role in its successful completion. I thank all those corporate
executives and relevant people for sharing their views and information gen-
erously with us. I hope what I have written about them and their companies
does in no way cause any embarrassment or difficulty for them.

Many scholars and researchers have also commented constructively on
various portions of the book on various occasions. I thank them all here:
Kerstin Sahlin-Andersson, Peter Buckley, Tim Bunnell, Mark Casson, Neil
Coe, Peter Dicken, Leo Douw, Ho Kong Chong, Philip Kelly, Lily Kong,
Roger Lee, Constance Lever-Tracy, George Lin, Liu Hong, Linda Low,
Tai-lok Lui, Luo Qi, Anders Malmberg, Ron Martin, Andrew Marton,
Terry McGee, Kris Olds, Rajah Rasiah, Henrik Schaumburg-Müller, Deo
Sharma, Erik Swyngedouw, Nigel Thrift, Adam Tickell, Noel Tracy, Eric
Tsang, Lai Si Tsui-Auch, Dick Walker, Wang Gungwu, Michael Webber,
Brenda Yeoh, and Yue-man Yeung. My friends in the Entrepreneurship
Development Centre at the Nanyang Technological University have kindly
encouraged my endeavour into their monopoly: Fock Siew Tong and Leo
Paul Dana. Mrs Lee Li Kheng has kindly drawn the maps.

Earlier versions of parts of this book have been published elsewhere. I
am grateful to the following publishers for their permission to reproduce
some materials from articles I previously published in their journals/books.
Parts of Chapter 1 were first published in Review of International Political
of Chapters 2 and 3 first appeared in Political Geography (Elsevier Science,
Sciences (University of Seoul, Seoul), Vol. 2(1), pp. 24–47, 1998; Antipode
(Blackwell Publishers, Oxford), Vol. 31(3), pp. 245–73, 1999; and

Finally, my intellectual debt goes to Peter Dicken from the University of Manchester, England. For his crucial role in inspiring my intellectual entrepreneurship, the book is dedicated to him (and his wife Valerie). Of course, as the Chinese saying tells, there is an important woman behind every successful man (and vice versa, I suppose). I am extremely grateful to my wife for tolerating my absence from home to conduct overseas interviews and to present various papers in conferences, and providing me her unfailing support and well wishes that go beyond my wildest imagination. To Weiyu and our new born daughter, Kay, who provide all the joy and excitement for my intellectual projects, I dedicate this book.
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